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Abstract—In this paper, Using the silicon CMOS technology, direct conversion mixer was fabricated on silicon substrate for a realization of the long distance wireless power transmission system. The size of the mixer is 0.8 mm × 0.5 mm. The input frequency of mixer is 24 GHz, and converted BB frequency is 30 MHz. The conversion loss and output power of mixer was -9 dB and -10 dBm, respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless energy or power transfer is the transmission of electrical energy from a power source to a power consumer without interconnecting wires [1]-[4]. Wireless transmission is useful in cases where interconnecting wires are inconvenient, hazardous, or impossible. The most common form of wireless power transmission is carried out using electromagnetic /inductive coupling followed by resonant inductive coupling. However, inductive/electromagnetic coupling methods are near field over distances comparable to a few times the diameter of the device or devices approaching one quarter of the wavelength used [1]. For a long distance wireless power transmission, wireless power transmission employing microwave is a promising candidate. Experiments in the tens of kilowatts have been performed by several groups [1]-[4]. These methods achieve distances on the order of a kilometer. Main applications of wireless power transmission employing microwave are shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Main applications of wireless power transmission employing microwave](image)

Base station transmits the power needed for the operation of pilotless aircraft and satellite. In this case, a long distance wireless power transmission is required to provide the operation power for the aircraft and satellite. Recently, we have proposed the long distance wireless power transmission system shown in Fig. 2. Power source provide microwave power using oscillator for wireless transmission. The microwave power is amplified by power amplifier[5]-[13], and amplified microwave power is transmitted to the power consumer. For power consumer, the received microwave power is converted into low frequency power using mixer, and finally, the low frequency power is converted into DC power using rectifier and smoothing circuit to provide DC power for power consumer.

![Fig. 2. The proposed long distance wireless power transmission system.](image)

II. THE RESISTIVE MIXER EMPLOYING SILICON CMOS

A. Circuit Design

As shown in Fig. 2, the intended receiver antenna turns the invisible wave into a current on a conductor. The signal is very weak from path loss and absorption. Generally, the mixer has been used to mix two frequencies (add to frequency of deflate to frequency). In case of transmitter mixer, low frequency become microwave due to add of local oscillator’s signal, otherwise, concretely receiver mixer, microwave become low frequency due to deflate of local oscillator’s signal. The microwave and local oscillator signal are applied to the input of the system, and microwave and local oscillator signals are mixed at the mixer. The microwave signal is converted to DC BB (Baseband, low frequency) signal by the mixer. Note that the baseband is just
a lower frequency version of the microwave signal.

Fig. 3 shows a schematic circuit of single-end resistive mixer for long distance wireless power transmission. The resistive mixer has been used to mix the frequency of the drain and source resistance. The mixer is available on the applications of Tx and Rx systems. Resistive mixer was designed for high linearity, low power consumption. TSMC 0.13 μm CMOS RF process was used in this work. The gate length of p-MOSFET is 0.13 μm, and gate width is 6 μm, and total finger number is 20. The size of resistive mixer is 0.8 mm × 0.5 mm and buffer amplifier is 0.4 mm × 0.4 mm. The resistive mixer was fabricated for application to direct conversion system, and microwave frequency is 24 GHz. The local oscillator and microwave signals are applied to the gate and drain of FET, respectively, and base band (BB, low frequency) output signal is extracted from the drain of the mixer. And, when microwave and local oscillator signal were accepted to input voltage, AC voltage is given by,

\[ V(t) = V_{\text{local}}(t) + V_{\text{micro}}(t) \]

To suppress the harmonic signals at the output port, low pass filter consisting of L and C was connected at the output port.

\[ V_{\text{out}}(t) = V_{\text{local}} \cos(\omega_{\text{local}} t) + V_{\text{micro}} \cos(\omega_{\text{micro}} t) \]

![Fig. 3. The schematic circuit of single-end resistive mixer cell.](image)

\[ V_{\text{out}}(t) = V_{\text{local}} \cos(\omega_{\text{local}} t) + V_{\text{micro}} \cos(\omega_{\text{micro}} t) \]
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B. Measured Results

The Resistive mixer has used in system of need to linearity. For ideal resistive mixer, conversion loss is about -10 dB, therefore amplifier located mixer’s front and back needs large gain due to compensation of mixer’s loss. And conversion loss of mixer is given by,

\[ \text{Conversion Loss} = \frac{P_{\text{low (output)}}}{P_{\text{micro (input)}}} \]

Fig. 4. The photograph of resistive receiver mixer

The performance of resistive mixer using 0.13-μm CMOS RF technology were investigated at 24 GHz. Fig. 4 shows a photograph of resistive receiver mixer using 0.13 μm CMOS RF process.

Fig. 5 shows measured conversion loss characteristic of resistive receiver mixer using 0.13-μm CMOS RF. The converted BB frequency is 30 MHz, and RF input power is -40 dBm. A conversion loss is relative flat above an LO input power of -1 dBm, and it is about -9 dB. Fig. 6 shows measured output VS input power for 1-dB gain compression point. As shown in this Fig. 6, we can observe a good linearity characteristic, concretely, an input 1-dB compression point of 1 dBm. Therefore, proposed resistive mixer shows good linearity characteristics.

Above results indicate that the proposed resistive mixer using single ended mixer structure is very effective for long distance wireless power transmission [1]-[6].

![Fig. 5. Measured conversion loss characteristic of resistive receiver mixer](image)

![Fig. 6. Measured output VS input power for 1-dB gain compression point.](image)

III. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, using the silicon CMOS technology, mixer was fabricated on silicon substrate for a realization of the long distance wireless power transmission system. The size of the mixer is 0.8 mm × 0.5 mm. The input frequency of mixer is 24 GHz, and converted BB frequency is 30 MHz. The conversion loss and output power of mixer was -9 dB and -10 dBm, respectively. Above results indicate that the proposed resistive mixer using single ended mixer structure is very effective for long distance wireless power transmission.
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